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Abstract: Automatically assessing code for learning purposes is a challenging goal to achieve. On-site
courses and online ones developed for distance learning both require automated ways to grade
learners’ programs to be able to scale and manage a large public with a limited teaching staff. This
paper reviews recent automated code assessment systems. It proposes a systematic review of the
possible analyses they can perform with the associated techniques, the kinds of produced feedback
and the ways they are integrated in the learning process. It then discusses the key challenges for the
development of new automated code assessment systems and the interaction with human grading.
In conclusion, the paper draws several recommendations for new research directions and for possible
improvements for automatic code assessment.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, computer-science-related courses are delivered in many kinds of training.
In particular, programming courses are being taught to very large audiences, starting from
pupils in primary and secondary schools to young adults in higher education, including
people following lifelong learning programs. Instructors facing these rapidly growing
audiences and the associated massive amount of code produced by learners to grade are
struggling with human resource issues. This resulted in the development of semi or fully
automated tools to assist them for code assessment.

1.1. Motivations

The principal reason that triggered the development of automated code assessment
systems is that the number of people who are learning programming increases while the
size of teaching staff stays constant and small. Concrete development being necessary
to achieve computer programming skills, this for sure led to significant challenges for
instructors who need to evaluate codes produced by their learners.

Having support to automatically judge codes is important to save human resources
and to relieve instructors from some lengthy tasks such as grading. Marking learners’
programs constitutes a substantial source of workloads in computer science courses, and
providing them timely and relevant feedback is crucial. E-learning has also been taking
additional roles in the current models of education, in particular since the arrival of MOOCs
and more recently with the COVID-19 pandemic. These last two observations both increase
the need for powerful and efficient systems to automatically evaluate codes. They should
be the best ways to extract syntactic and semantic features of the correct program to be
able to produce relevant assessments that support learning. Judging for wrong programs is
also critical for these systems, allowing them to generate the best possible feedback to help
learners understand their faults and make progress.

Both the large number of learners and the fact that computer science and programming
has spread widely into society contribute to the crucial need for semi or fully automated
systems to assess codes in the most human way possible to support learning.
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1.2. Research Questions

This paper presents a review of techniques and tools that can be used to automatically
assess codes for educational purposes. The presented review has been realised to answer
three main research questions:

• What kinds of automatic code assessments are feasible?
• To what extent can an automated code assessment tool generate results that are as

good as those obtained manually by a human grading process?
• What are the key challenges related to automatic code assessment?

The first question instructors willing to use automated code assessment techniques
may ask themselves is whether the grading they are currently manually performing can be
automatically carried out. Then, depending on whether they need summative or formative
evaluations, instructors may want to know what is the expected quality of the results
produced by these tools. Finally, researchers are interested in the key challenges related
to the development of novel techniques and tools. The three research questions aim at
providing answer elements to these highlighted concerns.

The proposed review also aims to encourage researchers to better collaborate. They
have indeed been designing tools for many years, often in isolation, while the features
needed by instructors are, for most of the developed systems, similar. Compared to existing
reviews, this paper proposes a systematic analysis which results in recommendations and
research perspectives towards more unified development and easier sharing possibilities
between systems.

1.3. Methodology

The proposed approach used to bring answer elements to the three raised research
questions is based on an extensive literature review from papers found following several
strategies. The primary sources are Google Scholar and various widespread publishers
including ACM, IEEE, Springer and MDPI. The main keywords used in their online search
engines are “automated code assessment”, “automatic code grader”, “automatic program-
ming assessment” and “automated assessment computer education.” Relevant references
of the found papers have also been examined and included in the collection.

From this, only those written in English and published from the year 2000 have been
kept for the work presented in this paper, no matter their type and whether they have
been peer-reviewed or not. In addition, the focus being put on code assessment techniques
and tools that can or may be used for educational purposes, only relevant references have
been kept. For example, papers focused on algorithms, techniques or tools to analyse code
but not directly related to automatic code assessment for educational purposes have been
put aside. Selected papers have then been categorised based on their abstracts into three
categories: review or survey, tool presentation and others.

1.4. Related Work

To obtain a holistic overview of research works related to automated code assessment
in education, review and survey papers have first been analysed. Eighteen references,
published between 2005 and 2021 and covering several aspects of techniques and tools to
automatically assess codes, have been identified [1–18]. The review of these papers made
it possible to highlight six main concerns related to the development of automated code
assessment systems:

1. the kinds of coding/program aspects that should be assessed;
2. the methods and techniques used to analyse the code;
3. the types of feedback that are presented to learners and instructors;
4. the kinds of systems developed to support the automated code assessment;
5. the ways they are integrated in the learning process and used in education;
6. the quality and impact of the automatically produced assessments.
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For computer science and software engineering related courses, problems and assign-
ments are usually essential educational elements. Assessing these assignments is crucial in
the learning process. All the examined reviews agree that assessment related activities place
a high demand on instructors’ time and resources. The development of automated ways to
assist instructors for these assessments started in 1960, with the main goal of reducing the
burden on them while still helping learners make progress [19].

Automatically assessing codes means being able to identify defects that are non-
desirable and decrease their quality. The examined reviews and survey papers show that
three kinds of error are of interest, namely, syntax, runtime and logic errors [2,5,7]. They
have to be targeted by the assessments as they are aligned with the kinds of defects that
good programmers should avoid. In addition to code correctness, several reviews highlight
the difference between functional and non-functional aspects [12]. Some systems do check
style aspects [2,7,14], code quality with metrics [2,3,7,8], efficiency [2,8] and GUI testing [14].
Another difficulty is plagiarism, which can be tackled with similarity analyses [7,11]. The
majority of the reviews are focused on programming and not on other computer-science-
related skills. A few of them nonetheless mention techniques to assess learners’ testing
skills [2,8,14].

Regarding the methods and techniques used for automated code assessment, two
kinds of analyses are predominant in the examined review and survey papers, namely,
static and dynamic ones [2,3,6–8,15,18]. More advanced methods are based on those
used in software engineering, in particular, in the software testing [5,9] and software
quality fields [5]. When working with test-based assessments, having good test data is
important [11], in particular if they are automatically generated [10]. The level on which the
analyses are performed is also important to determine. For example, they can be achieved
on the source code or bytecode, and on a tree or graph representation of the code [13].
Finally, another set of techniques used relies on the presence of a reference correct answer
for the assignments to be worked on by learners [5].

A key feature of automatic assessment tools when used for education is the extraction
of a measure comparing submitted programs to a solution with respect to the teaching
goals [2]. To explain this measure to both learners and instructors, feedback resulting from
the assessments is critical. Having systems capable of producing good feedback, especially
formative ones, is a key element for being able to use them in educational settings [11].
More specifically, good feedback should explain to learners how to fix the remaining
problems and take a next step for their assignments [16]. Developed systems should be
opportunities to improve the level of feedback provided to learners [12]. Being able to
automate feedback generation helps to make the learning process better, as feedback acts as
a constant motivator [18]. Finally, in some settings, instant feedback is needed for learners
to immediately know the mistakes they made to improve themselves and not repeat the
errors again [7,8].

Several reviews are focused on the tools developed to support automatic assessment
of code [6,12,18]. They mainly highlight the big number of diverse possible features to
have on one side and the difficulty to develop them on the other side. The most frequently
mentioned features include support for assessment, evaluation, grading and for the man-
agement of programming exercises [2,7]. Three main generations of tools are discussed
in [1]: early systems focused on simple analyses with short reports based on graders,
tool-oriented ones built on test engines and other tools such as style checkers and, finally,
web-oriented tools. Developing such platforms requires taking into account numerous
concrete aspects such as architecture choices, programming languages, technologies used,
etc. [12]. The kind of tool is also important, generally being a library, a standalone software
or a plugin to easily integrate within learning management systems [9,13,17]. Finally, the
security of these platforms must be a key concern, and programs should be executed in
safe sandboxes, as malicious code can be submitted by learners [9,11].

All the reviews raise the dramatic increase in the number of students enrolled in
traditional and distance learning environments and who are being taught programming,
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resulting in the need of automatic assessments tools to assist instructors [3,12,18]. Regarding
the specific use in education, such systems can be seen as learning engines improving
learners’ motivation, progression, self-assessment abilities and computer-science-related
skills. The purpose of these platforms is to try to measure whether instructors’ learning
goals have been met [9]. They can either be centred on instructors who have to produce
grades or on learners needing to practice and improve their skills [17,18]. Automated code
assessment tools can both be used for formative or summative assessments in a fully or
semi-automatic setting or even a manual one [5,9,17,18]. In the case of formative assessment,
such platforms are an opportunity to give intensive sets of exercises for learners to train [7]
and to move to continuous evaluation for a course [9]. In both cases, the resubmission
policy is a subject of discussion, with propositions for unlimited submissions for formative
assessments [9,11]. They can be used with different kinds of pedagogical approaches, such
as with distance education or MOOCs [11,14] or based on competencies [3]. Finally, as this
is the case without automated code assessment platforms, having high-quality assignments
remains crucial [14].

Finally, very little research and analysis have been specifically conducted on the quality
of the produced assessments. However, the examined reviews all agree on the fact that the
assessment and the associated feedback must support the learning process.

The six main categories identified from the examined review and survey papers
structure the remainder of this paper. Sections 2–4 are about the six concerns and detail
results described in more specific research papers covering them. Then, Section 5 discusses
how the review presented in this paper provides answer elements to the three raised
research questions. It also provides some advice to guide future research and development
in this field. Finally, the last section concludes the paper and identifies perspectives and
possible future work.

2. Automated Code Assessment

Assessing a code for education generally means to review it to be able to either assign
a mark to it which reflects evaluation criteria or to produce feedback to learners to support
their learning. These aspects are not incompatible, as good assessments typically combine
both of them, with feedback explaining the mark. A (fully) automated code assessment
is one being completely computer-controlled, while a semi-automated assessment is only
partially computer-assisted and requires human intervention.

2.1. Code and Program Aspects

Automated code assessment techniques can be used to assess several aspects of a code
or a program. Five levels that are mentioned in the literature survey conducted for the
work presented in this paper can be considered.

A first aspect to examine is whether programs compile or not. To be more general,
the goal is to ensure that a code is syntactically correct. A second level of verification that
is sometimes conducted is related to plagiarism. The goal is to be sure that the submitted
codes are authentic and have not been copied. A third aspect, a large part of the existing
research being focused on it, is code functional correctness. The objective is to verify that
the results produced by the execution of assessed codes agree with the expected solution
described by any kind of specifications. A fourth level consists of assessing code performance
aspects, such as the execution time or the memory consumption. Finally, the last level is
related to code quality aspects, including style considerations.

The different checked aspects are usually examined following the order of the five
levels, since each of them relies on the fact that the one below succeeded, as summarised
by Figure 1. The order in which the two first layers are considered may be switched if
anti-plagiarism is to be used first to quickly eliminate codes that must not be assessed. The
second and fourth layers are often not present in simpler assessment systems.
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Code syntax

Anti-plagiarism

Code semantic

Code performance

Code quality

Figure 1. Five levels of aspects to check can generally be made on a code submission by automated
code assessments tools, following the sequence presented in this figure, starting from the bottom.

2.1.1. Code Syntax

Just checking that a code submission is syntactically correct is a straightforward task,
as it can be performed by compilers. Instructors may want to be able to enforce additional
constraints to the syntactic rules of the programming languages. In [20], the authors propose
to use regular expressions to analyse the correct use of syntactic constructs, such as using
semicolons and not commas in Java for loops. In [21], the authors propose another kind
of syntactic check, referred to as a keyword search, which verifies the existence or absence
of specified words. This latter approach can be generalised to ensure that only authorised
statements or constructs are used. Such additional checks make it possible to have two
levels of syntactic correctness. A code can be correct according to the programming
language specifications and also in accordance with additional constraints. Using both
kinds of checks may be relevant depending on the context.

2.1.2. Anti-Plagiarism

An anti-plagiarism feature is used to ensure that codes submitted by learners are
not the same or similar to other submissions [22–24]. Different kinds of sources can be
examined to identify whether submissions have not been copied. Submitted codes may
have been copied locally from other learners in the same learning group or from another
one in the current edition of a course or from a previous year. In [25], the authors propose to
compare codes with the history of submissions and to send incident reports to instructors
in case of a match. Codes publicly available on the Internet can also been considered.
In [26], the authors propose to perform a search on Google for lines or paragraphs and
then compute a similarity index between the found codes and the submitted one. More
recent techniques are not directly focused on the code but rather try to identify authorship
to detect probable plagiarism [27] or to identify similar code style [28].

The plagiarism detection feature is important given the existing research evidence
that academic dishonesty does exist, which is also true among computing students [22].
However, it is not easy to precisely define what source code plagiarism is [29]. Detecting
it may be difficult, in particular for assignments for which answers are simple and short
codes. They are, indeed, often similar, since there are not always many different ways to
answer a simple assignment. Finally, a last difficulty arises when learners are taking code
made available under a licence that allows them to use it. In this case, instructors must
check the code has been used in accordance with the licence conditions [30].

Another feature related to plagiarism is code deobfuscation. Fraudulent learners that
want to try bypassing anti-plagiarism checks are indeed usually obfuscating their codes to
evade detection [31].

2.1.3. Code Semantic

Checks related to the semantic of code submissions usually require executing, sim-
ulating or modelling their execution. The goal is to measure how well the submitted
code does what it is meant to do. In [32], the authors propose a system to automatically
assess that some functionalities have been correctly implemented as an Android mobile
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application. In [33], submitted codes are run against tests to check whether they conform
to the requirements defined by instructors. Meeting the requirements generally means
successfully passing a set of tests checking for functional validity. The expected result of
a code also includes specific behaviours such as entering an infinite loop, throwing an
exception or producing a specified side effect.

Other approaches aim at assessing programs that produce, as a result, an interactive
and visual output from code, such as a graphical user interface [34,35] or data visualisation
such as charts [36]. The visual rendering of the result has to be checked according to the
expected one. If any interactions should be possible on the produced result, they also have
to be checked. Finally, the execution of submitted codes is sometimes not necessary to
check for code semantic aspects. In [37], the code of programs written in assembly language
is analysed to check whether the produced output are stored in a memory area with the
correct type required by instructors.

2.1.4. Code Performance

When writing code, another aspect that is worth evaluating is the performances,
should it be the time needed for the run or the memory used during its execution. Mea-
suring time and memory consumption is very usual for automatic code graders used for
programming competitions but less present for educational usage. In [38,39], the authors
are monitoring the execution time and memory consumption to check that constraints
specified by instructors are satisfied. In [40], the authors measure the loading and running
times of JavaScript programs to take these measures into account for the assessment.

2.1.5. Code Quality

Code quality includes many kinds of aspects that can be checked, such as code style,
readability, maintainability, complexity, etc. Despite serious problems that may arise in
software systems due to low quality programs [41] and its importance in industry, code
quality is generally overlooked in first-years programming courses [42]. The focus is indeed
too often only on functional correctness. Having automated techniques to assess code
quality related aspects may help to make students aware of them early on if the produced
feedback explains the results of the assessments [43].

In [42], the authors propose an automated system to check whether Java programs
violate any coding conventions from a given set. This can be used to ensure that the readability
of learners’ codes is as high as possible, increasing their maintainability. In [44], the
authors are moving beyond mechanical coding convention checks and propose to assess
the effective use of programming idioms. In [40], the authors are assessing several code
quality related aspects of JavaScript programs such as the style, programming errors and
complexity with metrics using industrial tools. In [45], the authors also rely on industrial
tools to analyse the style of C, Java and PHP programs. In [46], C++ programs are assessed
with respect to a set of coding rules to encourage learners to produce high quality codes.
For this purpose, a common C++ programming style guide has been created for instructors
and learners. In [47], the robustness and security of web-based applications are assessed
with tests on input validation and on data persistence against crashes. In [48], the authors
propose to assess the robustness of a web page, that is, whether its layout resists to the
addition of new content.

2.1.6. Other Aspects

Automatic assessment is not always directly related to the code but can be conducted
on other artefacts. In [49], the authors aim at automatically assessing mobile applications
created with App Inventor, focusing on their visual design. In [50], the author develops a
semi-automated assessment approach to measure whether learners understand how to
design and implement a database schema in SQL. In this latter work, the focus is not on SQL
programming but on the ability to conceive and implement a schema from a description
given in natural language. In [51,52], the authors present a tool to automatically analyse
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Scratch or Snap! projects. The focus is not on the submitted programs, but on whether the
projects realised by learners contribute to develop their computational thinking skills. Another
example, presented in [53,54], is the evaluation of OpenGL assignments, for which the goal
is to check whether the submitted programs build the correct 3D scene. A last example is
the integration of an automated code assessment feature in visualisation and simulation
tools that are typically used for data structure and algorithm-related assignments [55,56].

Several systems have been developed not to directly assess a code but to measure how
well learners cover them with tests. In [57], the authors propose to assess if test coverage is
good with respect to test cases defined by learners. In [58], the author insists that test-driven
development is important and proposes to use automatically graded test-first assignments
to improve student performances. In [59], the platform proposed by the authors checks
whether learners have written test cases to cover all the requirements of the assignments.

Assessed aspects can also be specific to a given programming paradigm, such as
object-oriented programming [60,61]. In [60], the authors develop a violation manager
component for Eclipse to assess whether a Java program contains possible violations of
an object-oriented paradigm. In [62], the authors develop a system to provide feedback
on flaws in Java programs for not novice programmers, such as the misuse of a visibility
modifier or fields that should have been local variables, for example. Another aspect
that is not directly related to code and that can be assessed is the understanding of query
languages to work with databases [63,64].

Finally, automated assessment systems can also be used to grade computer-science-
related artefacts that can be represented with code. In [65,66], the authors propose to
automatically grade Entity-Relation diagrams, either from a raster-based image or from
an XML representation of the diagrams. In [49], the visual design of mobile applications
is assessed based on its App Inventor source code, which is a structured file. In [67],
flowcharts can be assessed thanks to a conversion into BASIC programs that can undergo a
set of tests.

2.2. Methods and Techniques

Techniques used to automatically assess codes can generally be classified in two main
categories. On one side, static approaches are using algorithms developed for compilers
and for language-based tools to analyse the text of the source codes without executing
them [13]. These approaches include semantic similarity and graph-based techniques. On
the other side, dynamic approaches analyse the output results after possibly compiling
and then running the code with a set of predefined tests [1]. These approaches include
test-based techniques, with tests generally either run following a black-box or a white-box
approach. Finally, hybrid approaches combine both static and dynamic techniques [68,69].

2.2.1. Static Approaches

Static approaches are based on any tool or algorithm that can analyse a source code,
starting with compilers and interpreters. Other existing tools that can be used include
static source code analysers (CheckStyle, PMD, etc.) and model checkers (Java PathFinder,
ESC/Java, etc.). Analysis techniques using a static approach are generally used to assess
code syntax, anti-plagiarism and code quality aspects. Three main categories of static
analysers’ features can be identified: detecting fault or errors, checking the format and
measuring properties [45]. In [26], the authors propose to use static analysis to identify
whether concepts specified by instructors are present in learners’ submissions. Their
analysis is based on key abstractions and keyword extraction from submitted codes. In [20],
regular expressions are used to check for specific syntactic errors learners are commonly
doing. In [62], the abstract syntax tree is used to perform data flow analyses to identify
flaws in Java programs.

It is also possible to compute several kinds of metrics from source codes. Such
measures are generally used to assess code quality aspects [70] but are also used to detect
plagiarism when computed on pairs of codes. In [71], two metrics are used to assess
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the structural complexity of submitted codes. In [46], the metrics to consider can be
selected from a list of available ones, and measurement value limits along with weight
can be configured by instructors. In [72], the authors are computing metrics on graph
representations of source codes to assess structural aspects and compare codes. In [73],
the authors are building dependence graphs of submitted codes and comparing them to a
model program to take into account that several solutions are possible for a given problem
specification. In [44], the authors are using a similarity metric on submissions to build a
chain of codes, each one having an additional specific language concept or idiom. This data
structure is built from a big corpus of submissions and used to provide actionable style
hints to learners. In [65], similarity between submissions and the instructor’s solution is
measured thanks to the computation of edit distances between them.

2.2.2. Dynamic Approaches

Dynamic approaches gather techniques requiring the execution of the code. They are
usually based on an analysis of the output produced by the code execution, comparing
them with those of a reference solution. In this case, they are usually referred to as unit
testing approaches and are used to assess code semantic aspects. Industrial tools such as
JUnit for Java programs [33,61,74] are usually used for such approaches. As highlighted
in [75], working with test cases requires instructors to define limiting or abnormal cases to
train students to produce bullet-proof software. In [76], the author develops a framework
and systematic approach to design tests that can be used for automated assessment, mainly
focusing on precise specifications with a well-defined perimeter on what to test and how
to test it. The analyses can be performed on string representations of the output results,
making them programming language-agnostic. However, to obtain more precise and
detailed assessments, the analyses of the output results must be directly performed on
the domain values. Some systems support both kinds of analyses of the output results.
In [77,78], the authors use a dynamic unit testing-based approach that can both compare
string representations or domain values of output results. The second kind of analysis is
only available for a few programming languages because libraries have not been written
for many of them for yet.

In addition to just comparing the produced and expected outputs, using a string or
exact value comparison, some approaches perform additional analyses on the produced
output. In [79], the authors propose to perform a semantic-similarity analysis on the output
results. This approach makes it possible to compare the meaning of the produced output
with the expected output. It also opens the possibility for partial grading since it makes
it possible to distinguish a nearly correct answer. For example, the submitted code does
produce the correct values in an array, but they are not sorted in the expected order. In [80],
a simpler approach based on regular expressions is used to identify the output that have to
be considered as correct. Other test-based approaches are also possible. In [71], the authors
are using property-based black-box testing to develop test models against which submitted
codes are run. From the obtained results, their system ranks the submissions according to
the amount of contained bugs and infers the algorithmic complexity.

Dynamic approaches can also benefit from features that are specific to the program-
ming language. In [80], specific features of object-oriented programming languages are
used to build more a genuine tester. Reflection and inheritance are indeed used to better
analyse learners’ individual submissions without imposing too many constraints on their
code. In [61], Java interfaces are used to define a common API that all submitted codes
must respect, making the use of reflection for the assessment system easier. In [34], the
author proposes a technique to assess the design of GUI in Java by using a custom library
that exists in two versions: one that can be used to build user interface and one that is a
mock used for the assessment.

Finally, dynamic approaches can also be used to assess real code performance aspects
in a controlled execution environment. These kinds of analyses are heavily used in auto-
mated code assessment systems used for contests. When used for education, performances
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measures are generally used to enforce time or memory constraints for the assignments
and for security reasons.

2.2.3. Hybrid Approaches

Hybrid approaches combine both static and dynamic analyses to produce a code
assessment on one given aspect. Such approaches are usually considered when assessing
programs that are producing code as output. In [36], the execution of submitted codes
produces SVG charts that are then analysed with a static approach to extract the information
needed to assess the submission. In [81], the authors propose to assess web applications
by checking that the produced web applications contain the expected component. For
that, the code of the generated HTML pages is examined using static analyses. Hybrid
approaches combining static and dynamic analyses are also used to make it possible for
code submissions containing syntactic errors or not producing any input to be graded with
anything but a zero mark [73]. This is very important in the particular case of courses
targeted to novice programmers.

Another possible issue with automated code assessment systems is that a non-compiling
program is usually associated with a zero mark since it is not possible to run tests against
a code that cannot be compiled. To tackle this problem, hybrid approaches first trying to
repair the program with algorithms based on static analysis techniques before running
tests are being developed [82,83]. Using such approaches makes it possible to build an
assessment resulting in a partial grading.

2.2.4. Modelling

Other approaches are not performing analyses directly on submitted codes but on
models representing them. In [84], the authors propose to use symbolic execution to
detect possible path differences between submitted codes and a reference implementation
solution. This makes it possible to assess whether submitted codes implement all the same
behaviours as the reference one.

2.2.5. Artificial Intelligence

Artificial intelligence is also being used to automatically assess different aspects of
computer programs. In [85,86], machine learning techniques are used to grade programs
based on a grammar of features capturing signature elements that human experts are look-
ing at when assessing a code. In [65], machine learning is also used but to assess whether
ER diagrams are close to the expected solution. In [48], the authors use a convolutional
neural network to measure the robustness of a web page, comparing screenshots of the page
before and after the addition of new content. The result produced by the neural network
is combined with other metrics to obtain a single robustness score. In [87], clustering is
used to automate style grading by identifying common mistakes. The authors make the
hypothesis that there might only be a limited number of ways to solve a problem.

Table 1 summarises the main methods and techniques reviewed in this section, organ-
ised by categories and related to the code aspect they are used to assess. Code performance
is not in the table since no specific techniques to assess this aspect have been found.
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Table 1. Different methods and techniques can be used by automated code assessment systems to assess four of the five identified code and program aspects.

Method/Technique Code Syntax Anti-Plagiarism Code Semantic Code Quality

Static approach • AST analysis [40,62]
• Keyword search [21,37]
• Regular expression [20]
• Dependence graph similarity [73]

• AST comparison [21] • Data type checking [37]
• Edit distance [65]

• AST analysis [21,40,42,62]
• Metrics [40,45,57]
• Edit distance [44]

Dynamic approach • Test-based [21,35,38,47,75,76,88,89]
• Unit-testing [33,40,61]
• Object-oriented programming

features [80]
• Mock testing [34]
• Semantic similarity [79]
• Property-based testing [71]

• Interaction test [47]

Hybrid approach • Test-based and element
extraction [36,81]

Modelling • Symbolic execution [84]

Artificial Intelligence • Machine learning [65,85] • Machine learning [85]
• Neural network [48]
• Clustering [87]
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2.3. Feedback

Automated code assessment systems are not only used to support instructors for grad-
ing duties but also to accompany learners. Giving learners feedback is an effective way to
promote learning [90], especially in the case of formative ones [91]. The quality of feedback
produced by the automatic assessment process is therefore crucial. Feedback is indeed
important when learning programming, in particular with educational games, as they
provide information about the learning process to both the instructors and learners [92].

A challenge with automatically generated feedback is that they can feel mechanical
and inauthentic. This can result in mindless repetitive attempts from learners to sec-
ond guess the mechanism, which interfere with an efficient learning process. Generally,
feedback consists of marks used for summative assessment and textual comments for
formative assessment.

2.3.1. Status

The simplest feedback for an assessment is a pass-or-fail status. Such a very limited
feedback is, of course, not so useful in an educational context. Instead of only two different
possible statuses, automated code assessment systems usually have more of them. In [38],
the authors propose to associate one of four status to each test case: “accepted” for a
successful test, “format error” if the produced output is correct but not well-formatted,
“wrong answer” if the produced output is incorrect and “time limit exceeded” if the
submitted code did not finish its execution within the time limit defined by instructors.
In [37], five different values can be produced as a feedback, depending on the results of the
assessment of a program written in assembly language. The submission can fail to compile,
can take too much time to execute, can produce wrong results for some tests, can miss some
quality requirements or finally can be “perfect”. In [33], four statuses corresponding to
the level of achievement are used: “excellent”, “good”, “satisfactory” and “poor”. In [65],
five statuses are used to characterise the closeness to the expected solution of submitted
ER diagrams.

2.3.2. Mark

Since automated code assessment systems are usually used for summative assessment,
it is important for instructors to be able to obtain a mark for each submission. In [26],
a grade for a submitted code is produced by summing up all the individual obtained
grades resulting from the presence of key abstraction or keywords specified by instructors,
resulting in one overall score. For test-based approaches, the mark can be as simple as the
number of tests that succeeded over the total number of tests [80].

In [93], the authors define a feedback unit as the response awarded to learners to help
them measure their progress towards achieving a “successful” program. The generated
response are grades that can have a coarser or finer granularity, associated with textual
feedback identifying tests that passed and, when possible, possible places to look at in
the submitted codes for improvement. Learners tend to perform differently depending
on the granularity used for the marks and associated feedback. Proposing more detailed
marks encourages learners to make progress and be active. In addition, for such marks to
be of interest and useful for learners, fine-grained tests should be used [94]. In [95], points
are also awarded for each successful test, but penalties are then removed, for example,
if the thrown exception choice was wrong. In [58], two scores are produced to measure
how well a code has been tested. A validity score measures the accuracy of the tests and a
completeness score measures the test coverage.

Marks produced by an automated code assessment platform can result from the
combination of several marks, each of them assessing a specific aspect [71,72,83,96]. Weights
are often used to indicate the importance of each assessed aspect. In these situations, the
detailed scoring scheme is usually communicated to learners before the assessment.
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2.3.3. Rubric

Using rubrics for an evaluation is a common practice because it makes evaluation
criteria, and therefore learning goals, explicit for both learners and instructors [97]. Rubrics
are mainly found for the assessment of quality aspects. In [98], the authors propose a
rubric that can be used to provide feedback for code quality aspect that should be taught in
programming courses. In [99], the author proposes a rubric with two parts, one to assess
general style and design issues and one specific to the problem to be solved. In [100], the
authors develop a tool with modifiable grade rubrics. In [72], the authors propose that
instructors select assessment criteria to use when creating an assignment from a set of
predefined ones organised into five categories. In [49], the authors propose a rubric to assess
mobile application implemented with App Inventor. The latter can be used to support an
automatic assessment of the visual design of the submitted programs. In [52], the authors
also design rubrics to assess whether App Inventor and Snap! projects contribute to develop
computational thinking skills. In [86], the authors propose a generic rubric that is linked
with learners’ ability to develop an algorithm for a given problem.

2.3.4. Counterexample

Assessment systems that are using test-based approaches usually include counterex-
amples in their feedback. The majority of tools include failed test cases in the generated
feedback [25,71,94]. These are important to explain to learners why their codes are unsatis-
factory, help them to debug the code they submitted and also avoid most cases of learners
protesting. In [84], symbolic executions of submitted codes and a reference solution are
compared, and discovered path deviations are used to identify semantic differences. The
latter result in counterexamples as feedback, helping learners to understand what their
codes are missing to fix them.

In [47], the authors present a platform used to automatically assess web applications.
The feedback report generated by the tool contains step-by-step animation playbacks for
each evaluation that has been run for the requirements, with informative textual feed-
back. These feedback animations consist of screenshots sequences of the browser contents,
allowing learners to repeat the same scenario to correct their submissions.

2.3.5. Comment

Feedback can provide different kinds of comments to learners about the results of the
assessments that have been carried out on their code submissions. It is also important to
provide relevant comments when the assessment is not completely successful [21]. The
simplest possible comments consist of the error message if the code does not compile
or produces an execution errors or details about the tests that failed. In addition, it is
important for the comments to be relevant and constructive and to include warnings and
encouragements.

Several techniques have been developed to produce feedback comments that are
as relevant as possible. In [101,102], the authors develop a technique to improve the
compilation error messages, making them more understandable by learners and helping
them to correct their code submissions. Such “translations” of errors usually detected
by compilers or static analysers are very important in the case of novice programmers.
In [59], execution errors and uncaught exceptions are also rephrased to help learners
identify the root cause of their issues. In [83], the error type and the compiler message are
combined to generate a useful feedback message enriched with valid and invalid statement
examples, when relevant. In [103], the authors propose using clustering techniques to
gather similar code submissions into clusters in order to identify error classes. The idea is
then to associate specific and relevant feedback messages for each cluster, explaining what
is the corresponding error class. In [104], the authors propose to automatically generate
feedback by comparing the submitted code with a reference implementation. The produced
comments are meant to direct learners towards the reference implementation. In [44],
the authors propose an approach that generates hints about how to improve the style of
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submitted codes. Trying to indicate to learners what the causes of the reported errors are is
important for a comment to be effective [25]. This latter observation explains why several
tools make it possible for instructors to manually add comments. In [100], the authors
propose a system in which instructors can annotate the submissions with custom comments
and motivational stickers. In [67], hints are also provided to learners, but with an objective
to explain to them how they can improve their submissions.

2.3.6. Report

Finally, feedback can take the form of a report containing various information for
learners, possibly combining marks and comments explaining them. In [47], a report
with a summary of the whole assessment is produced along with detailed feedback for
each requirement of the assignment and the corresponding test cases. In [40], the authors
present a tool which generates reports based on a combination of the output produced
by several industrial JavaScript analysis tools. In [88], Juedes presents a tool to evaluate
programming projects which generates feedback in the form of a tree of web pages. The
produced feedback takes the form of a report indicating whether the submitted programs
compile, pass a set of tests, are correctly designed and are well documented. Each report
entry contains links to detailed information such as the shell output and the produced and
expected results for test cases [105]. In [106], the authors develop a technique to assess
whether chosen learning outcomes have been acquired by learners. To assess this, metrics
are computed on submitted codes and a probability that these programs contain convincing
evidences of the mastery of the learning objectives is derived. Finally, the generated report
contains a translation of these probabilities into textual feedback.

2.3.7. Other Kinds of Feedback

Other kinds of feedback are also possible. In [32], the authors propose to include a
screenshot of the mobile application just before a failure is detected, to help learners debug
their code. This screenshot can also be used for learners to interpret the test results and the
possible error stack trace.

Table 2 summarises the main kinds of produced feedback reviewed in this section,
organised by categories and related to the code aspect they are used to assess. Anti-
plagiarism is not in the table since no specific feedback reporting about this aspect has
been found.
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Table 2. Different kinds of feedback can be generated for instructors and learners for each kind of aspects that can be assessed on a submitted code or program.

Method/Technique Code Syntax Code Semantic Code Performance Code Quality

Status • Accepted or not [38] • Test-output associated [38]
• Level of achievement [33]
• Closeness to expected solution [65]

• Constraint satisfied or not [38] • Level of achievement [33]

Mark • Test-output associated [21]
• Weighted test cases [35]
• Proportion of succeeded tests [80]
• Composite grade [71,72,95,96]

• Metrics values associated [72]
• Test validity and completeness [58]

Rubric • Computational thinking
associated [52]

• Ability to design algorithm [86] • Generic rubric [98,99]
• Visual design associated [49]

Counterexample • Failed unit tests [40,71,94]
• Execution path [84]

• Failed interaction test [47]

Comment • Wrong code patterns [20]
• Syntax error

translation [59,83,101,102]

• Test-output associated [21,89]
• Execution error and exception

translation [59]

• Complexity associated [40] • Hint [44]

Report • Grading log [76]
• Test cases log [35,40,47,61]

• Metrics log [40]
• Style analyses log [42]
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3. Automated Assessment Tools

Since the beginning of the development of automated code assessment techniques,
tools to support them have been developed. As detailed in [1], they evolved from scripts to
web-oriented systems, going through tool-oriented applications. No tool seems to dominate
the market, and many tools are still being developed nowadays. Currently developed
systems are ranging from specific ones developed for one particular context to more generic
ones trying to integrate several existing tools into coherent systems.

3.1. Features

Four main features of automated code assessment systems are highlighted in [107]:
organising the assignments, receiving and storing learners’ submissions, supporting auto-
matic or semi-automatic assessment and providing feedback.

In addition, the possibility to integrate the developed tools with learning management
systems is considered as an essential feature by many researchers. For example, the GitGrade
system is integrated with Canvas [100]. Such an integration generally makes it possible to
directly have support for the two first aforementioned features, namely, the assignments
and submissions management.

Integrating plagiarism detection tools are also an important feature requested by in-
structors. Automated code assessment systems should generally be able to detect possible
plagiarism among code submissions for an assignment in a course. Depending on the
context, other sources may be used for the comparisons, such as code submissions from
previous semesters for the same assignment or from other courses or even codes available
on the Internet. Again, using learning management systems may make it easier to manage
a repository of all the submissions for a given assignment.

3.2. Tools and Systems

Table 3 summarises the tools analysed in the research presented in this paper. For
each of them, it provides the key references and some information on the kind of tool, the
code and program aspects that are assessed, the methods and techniques used for that, the
generated feedback, the supported programming languages and indications on whether it
integrates anti-plagiarism checks or not.

Most developed tools are web-based platforms that perform several analyses on sub-
mitted codes: checking syntax, testing for plagiarism, running test cases and evaluating
some code quality aspects. CodeMaster is dedicated to the assessment of block-based pro-
grams for mobile applications, measuring their complexity with respect to computational
thinking dimensions. It is highly configurable and allows instructors to select the analysis
to perform. [52,67]. The js-assess tool is a client-side web application relying on several
industrial tools to assess JavaScript programs [40]. ProgEdu is specific to Java programs
with a focus on code style violations [42,120]. WBGP is a web-based TCL/TK software
that makes it possible to annotate submitted codes with comments defined in a structured
way [88,105]. The BOSS system has both an application and a web-based client. It sup-
ports summative and formative assessments since learners can run tests before the final
submission and instructors can have their own test set for the final grading [109]. The
ProtoAPOGEE system can be used to test for semantic and for some quality aspects such
as robustness, resulting in a summary report with counterexamples for both aspects [47].
The E-Lab tool automatically generates test cases from a reference solution provided by
instructors and then runs them against codes submitted by learners.
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Table 3. Automated code assessment tools and systems can be characterised by several aspects summarised in this table: the kind of system, the code and program
aspects that can be assessed with the methods and techniques used for the assessment, the kind of supported feedback, the supported programming languages and
the anti-plagiarism tool used. A dash (–) in an entry means that the information has not been found in any reference.

Tool References Kind of Tool or
System

Code and Program
Aspects

Methods and
Techniques

Feedback Programming
Languages

Anti-Plagiarism

ACCE [87] Script Quality (style) AST edit distance and
clustering

– Python –

Apollo [106] Program Learning objective Static analyses and
metrics (PMD)

Report Processing –

ArTEMiS [89] Web-based Semantic Unit-testing Report Agnostic –
AutoGrader [61] Program Semantic and quality Unit-testing and

metrics (PMD)
Report Mainly Java –

AutoGrader [84] Python program Semantic Symbolic execution Counterexample – –
AutoLEP [73] Program Syntax and semantic Dependence graph

similarity and
test-based

Counterexample
and report

– –

Automata [85,86] Web-based Semantic and quality Test-based and
machine learning

Mark and report – –

AutoStyle [44,108] GUI program Quality (style) Edit distance Status and comment – –
AWAT [81] Program Semantic Test-based

(web-browser
automation)

– Agnostic –

BOSS [109] Program and
Web-based

Semantic and quality Unit-testing
and metrics

Mark and report Mainly Java Sherlock

CAC++ [110] C++ library Syntax Static analyses Comment C, C++
CodeMaster [49,52] Web-based Syntax Keyword search Mark, badge and

rubric
App Inventor and
Snap! projects

–

CodeOcean [59] Web-based Syntax, semantic
and quality

Unit-testing and linter Comment Agnostic –

CourseMaster [67,111] – Syntax, semantic
and quality

Static analyses and
test-based

Mark and comment Java and C++ –

eGrader [72] Program Syntax, semantic
and quality

Unit-testing, graph
similarity and metrics

Mark, comment and
report

Java –

E-Lab [112] Web-based Semantic Test-based – C, C++ and Java MOSS
Fitchfork [11] Web-based Semantic and

performance
Unit-testing Comment and report Agnostic –

FrenchPress [62] Eclipse plug-in Syntax and quality Static analyses Comment Java –
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Table 3. Cont.

Tool References Kind of Tool or
System

Code and Program
Aspects

Methods and
Techniques

Feedback Programming
Languages

Anti-Plagiarism

GAME [96,113] GUI program Syntax, semantic
and quality

Static analyses,
input–output
and metrics

Mark and report Java, C and C++ No

GitGrade [100] Web-based Syntax, semantic
and quality

Script and
manual review

Mark, rubrics,
comment

Agnostic MOSS

Gradeer [114] CLI program Syntax, semantic
and quality

Script, unit testing,
style analyses and
manual review

Mark and comment Java –

GradeIT [83] Prutor plug-in Semantic Program repair and
unit testing

Mark and comment C –

GRASP [95] Program Semantic Unit-testing Mark .NET framework
languages

–

GUI_Grader [35] Backend program Semantic Test-based and user
interaction simulation

Mark and report Java –

HoGG [80,115] Program Semantic and quality Test-based Report Java –
Infandango [94] Web-based Semantic Unit-testing Mark and

counterexample
Java –

INGInious [116] Backend server Semantic Unit-testing Pass-or-fail and
comment

Agnostic –

JavAssess [117,118] Java library Syntax and semantic AST analyses and
test-based

Mark Java

JEWL [34] Java library Semantic Unit-testing – Java –
js-assess [40] Web-based

(client-only)
Syntax, semantic,
quality and
performance

Unit testing, linter,
style analyses and
metrics

Report JavaScript –

mark44 [119] UNIX shell script Syntax, semantic
and quality

Input-output, metrics
and manual review

Mark and report C –

OCETJ [74] Web-based Semantic Unit-testing Comment Java –
Online Judge [38] Program Semantic, performance

and quality
Test-based Status and report – Yes

ProgEdu [42,120] Web-based Syntax, semantic
and quality

Style analyses
(CheckStyle)

Report Java Yes

ProtoAPOGEE [47] Web-based CMS Semantic and quality Test-based
(web-browser
automation)

Mark, report and
counterexample

Agnostic –
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Table 3. Cont.

Tool References Kind of Tool or
System

Code and Program
Aspects

Methods and
Techniques

Feedback Programming
Languages

Anti-Plagiarism

Pythia [39,77,78] Backend server Syntax, semantic
and quality

Input-output, unit
testing and script

Mark, comment
and report

Agnostic –

PSGE [76] Unix-based program Semantic Test-based Report and manual Agnostic –
Quiver [75] Web-based and

GUI program
Syntax and semantic Unit-testing Comment C++, Java and MIPS

Assembly Language
–

SCAGrader [45] Web-based Syntax Style analyses Mark C, Java and PHP –
Scheme-Robo [21] Email-based Syntax and semantic Structure analyses,

input–output (value)
and unit testing (fixed
and random)

Mark and comment Scheme Yes

SPT [60] Eclipse plug-in Quality – Report Java –
STAGE [57] Moodle plugin Semantic and quality Metrics Mark Java –
Style++ [46] Program (CLI

and GUI)
Quality Style analyses Mark and comment C++ –

VPL [107] Moodle plugin Dynamic Input-output, unit
testing, style analyses
and test coverage

Mark, comment
and report

Agnostic

WBGP [88,105] Software Syntax, semantic
and quality

Script and
manual review

Mark, comment
and report

Agnostic MOSS

WebBot [25,121] Web-Based Semantic Input-output Counterexample
and comment

Multi-language History comparison

Web-CAT [58,122] Program Semantic and quality Unit-testing and
test coverage

Mark and report Agnostic –
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Several existing tools only have an application client. The AutoStyle system is a GUI
program that can be used by instructors and learners to assess code style and provide three
kinds of hints: approach, syntactic and code skeletons [44,108]. The Scheme-robo tool is even
simpler, as learners just submit their code by sending an e-mail to a specific address. They
then receive a reply with a copy of their submission and a set of points with comments
for it [21]. The GAME tool is a GUI program that grades Java, C and C++ projects based
on a marking schema and strategy defined by instructors [96]. The Apollo program is a
tool to measure whether learners master learning objectives by extracting evidences from
submitted codes for assignments that have been specifically designed for each learning
objective. The evidences are obtained from metrics computed with PMD [106]. AutoGrader
runs symbolic executions of submitted codes and compares them with a reference solution.
This approach avoids the need to define or generate test cases while still being able to
provide counterexamples to learners when their submissions are wrong [84]. Web-CAT is
famous for grading how well a program has been tested by learners and used in many
courses that aim at encouraging learners to write tests [58,122]. The Gradeer tool is a simple
CLI program that is working in the other way round, in the sense that it is meant to be used
to assist a manual assessment [114].

Many tools are custom tailored solutions for specific programming languages generally
relying on existing algorithms and libraries to perform analyses. The ArTEMiS tool follows
an approach based on continuous integration (CI) allowing learners to upload codes
though a version control system to obtain immediate feedback from the CI server. It makes
it possible for this tool to be language-agnostic and highly configurable by defining custom
CI pipelines [89]. The Gradeer tool consists of scripts corresponding to checks that can be
performed on a code, each resulting in a mark and a comment that are gathered to form
a global feedback [114]. The GRASP tool is focused on the assessment of project written
for the .NET framework and implementing a component by only using unit testing [95].
The eGrader tool only focuses on Java and provides outcome analyses for instructors, along
with a database with statistics on all submissions [72].

Specific and simpler systems includes Infandango, an open source, web-based system
that can run Java programs against a set of fine-grained JUnit unit tests to assign a grade to
each submitted program [94]. The mark44 system is also very simple, as it is implemented as
a single UNIX shell script that can assess C programs to produce a mark from tests, metrics
and human inputs [119]. The PSGE system is also a simple UNIX-based program that can
handle fully and semi-automated assessments of code following a test-based approach [76].
The ACCE tool is just a set of scripts that computes the similarity of submitted codes with
other submissions to perform a clustering to assess style aspects [87].

Several tools have been built in a highly customisable way by making it possible to
combine them with external modules for more specific analyses. The Style++ tool can
integrate style analysers for C++ programs [46]. The SCAGrader tool uses industrial tools
to assess the style of C, Java and PHP programs, and its grader server can be used by a
dedicated GUI or as a service by other tools [45].

Finally, some tools are just libraries that can be used to develop custom course man-
agement systems or can be integrated within existing learning management systems. JEWL
is a Java library to create GUI with a mock version that can be used for automatic as-
sessment [34]. CAC++ is a C++ library developed to help instructors design their own
assessment programs for C and C++ assignments [110]. Some systems have also been im-
plemented as programs to be run as backend services to ease the integration with existing
frontend ones. The GUI_Grader program is used to assess whether a GUI matches a set
of requirements defined with a database describing the constraints and requirements for
each GUI component [35]. The INGInious tool has been develop to assess code submitted
on the edX platform in the context of an MOOC [116]. The Pythia platform has also been
implemented as a backend server whose features can be integrated in several frontends, in
particular thanks to its REST API [39,77,78].
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3.3. Security

An important aspect of automated code assessment systems is that special attention
should be paid to computer security. They indeed are generally running codes submitted
by learners, or at least analyses on them, which may be harmful, should it be voluntary
or not. Generally, automated code assessment systems are executing code submissions
inside sandboxes [11,94,112]. These are usually implemented as disposable virtual machines
created for a specific job or as containers to provide lighter isolation as used in [116]. Other
solutions can be used, such as User-Mode Linux as used in [39].

4. Integration in the Learning Process

Automated code assessment systems can be used for several purposes, combined
with different pedagogical approaches and in various phases of the learning process.
Moreover, some systems are only designed for summative or formative assessments, while
the majority of them can be used for both kinds.

4.1. Grading

The initial and main use of automated code assessment systems was to help instructors
to correct assignments and projects made by learners. With such systems, there are no
interactions with learners, except for the submission of their works. A report is then
produced for instructors, possibly with proposed marks for each submission. The benefit
in the learning process is the possibility for learners to have more assignments to work
on since the correction time is reduced for instructors. Quickly, the assessment systems
evolved and became tools to support learners by encouraging them to work and helping
them to learn.

4.2. Active Learning

Pedagogical approaches based on active learning are adapted to the use of automated
code assessment systems that are able to produce feedback for learners. Several pieces of
research highlight the fact that instant feedback contributes to helping learners to make
progress incrementally and continuously and learn from their failures. In [93], the authors
propose using automated code assessment at different stages of a project. The aim is
to provide learners with feedback on work-in-progress submissions prior to the final
submission. Pre-deadline results improve as the number of feedback units increase, and
post-deadline activities also improve as more feedback units are available. Learners are
definitely encouraged to work and make progress when feedback is available and precise.

Instant feedback allows learners to iteratively solve assignments. In [74], the authors
propose to define a public and a private test suite so that the public one can be used by
learners for self-evaluation while working on the assignments and the private one is used
for marking purpose. Such a setting is usual for unit-testing-based approaches. In [42], the
authors develop an iterative learning environment, allowing learners to submit codes until
meeting the necessary requirements or reaching the assignment deadline. Their system
also makes it possible to track changes between submissions. In [89], the same possibility
to iteratively solve exercises with resubmissions is used to make active learning possible in
the context of large classes. In [46], both learners and instructors are using an automated
code style assessment tool. Learners use it to obtain feedback and adjust their code while
working on it. Instructors use it for the evaluation of the final version submitted for the
given deadline.

4.3. Learning Behaviour

Another possible use of automated code assessment systems is the monitoring of
learners’ behaviour. Information collected by these systems can help instructors to better
understand learners and how they are performing. In [123], the authors analyse data
collected by an automated assessment system with data mining techniques. They manage
to identify patterns that are predictive of final achievements for the course.
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4.4. Semi-Automated Code Assessment

Only relying on automated code assessment systems may not be enough to support
learners in their learning process, and there should generally be a possibility for a human
assessment as well. In [119], the author develops a simple semi-automated code assessment
system based on a UNIX shell script, which can prompt human instructors for more
advanced judgements. More advanced tools have also been designed to let human experts
perform the grading, with a significant help of software support. For example, WBGP
and GitGrade both make it possible for instructors to browse through code submissions,
establish a mark and annotate them with feedback comments [88,100].

5. Discussions

This section discusses whether the review presented in this paper manages to bring
answers to the three addressed research questions.

5.1. Feasible Kinds of Assessment

The review conducted for the research presented in this paper highlights several
considerations related to automated code assessment systems. It makes it possible to
identify several possible kinds of assessments that can be performed on single code or more
complete program or project submissions. Usually, code assessment tools are focusing
on syntax and semantic aspects, which is typically limited to test-based analyses. But
depending on the learning objectives instructors want for their learners, it is also possible
to put a focus on plagiarism checks and on code performance and code quality assessment.
These aspects presented in Section 2 provide answer elements to the first research question.

5.2. Assessment Quality

The second research question is about the quality of the automatically produced
assessments. Only a few studies have been conducted to compare automatic and manual
code assessments. Even if they tend to show that automatic assessments can be as good as
human grading for several criteria such as fairness and consistency, the proposed review
is not conclusive for this question. In addition, the existence of semi-automatic systems
where instructors are helped by automated code assessment techniques tends to show that
human input is still needed in certain contexts, as highlighted in Section 4.

5.3. Challenges for Automated Code Assessment

Finally, the third research question asks about the main challenges related to the
development of automated code assessment systems. The first category of challenges that
has been identified consists of technical ones. To obtain better assessment with more useful
and relevant feedback, new methods and techniques must be designed. Only a few studies
use artificial intelligence or big data techniques, which may be explained by the youth
of the domain and the non-existence of large datasets. A challenge may be to provide
more “intelligent” assessments based on artificial intelligence techniques. Another issues is
code plagiarism, which is unfortunately quite common, in particular for simple and small
assignments. A challenge is to find ways to automatically generate different assignments
that can be automatically assessed so that learners cannot copy codes from other learners
anymore. The condition to maintain evaluation fairness would be to generate assignments
targeting similar skills and with similar difficulty levels.

5.3.1. Human Intervention and Assessment Quality

Fully automated code assessments do have their drawbacks, but they are sometimes
the only way to go, for example, with large classes. Even if they contribute a lot in
helping both instructors and learners, future developments should probably be focused on
approaches combining automated and human grading. In [124], automated and manual
assessments have been fully integrated, manual interventions being required all along the
automatic grading. Such an approach that is not limited to the usual sequential one with
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a clear split between automatic and manual phases should maybe be explored more in
the future.

5.3.2. Cheating and Creativity

Programming usually relies on a trial-and-error approach to fix errors and so do
learners. When facing an automated code assessment system, they may use it following
the same approach, making submissions until managing to find a “correct” one, at least
according to the system. This is particularly true with systems using test-based approaches
with a limited number of test cases that can be guessed by learners. As highlighted in [125],
moving learners towards a reflection-in-action approach is a challenge for which solutions
have to be found.

Another challenge due to cheating techniques used by fraudulent learners is that they
may interfere with code analysis techniques [126]. This possible interference should maybe
be part of the solution, in particular with code style analysis techniques. If automated code
assessment systems do assess quality aspects, code obfuscation is maybe not an option for
fraudulent learners.

A related challenge is the fact that most of the existing automated code assessment
systems may reduce learners’ creativity. This is usually the case with test-based approaches
that often have such specific specifications and requirements to make it possible to assess
them automatically that possible learners’ submissions are limited.

5.3.3. Collaboration and Interoperability

Another challenge related to automated code assessment systems is the lack of col-
laborations [127]. As highlighted by the review presented in this paper, a large number
of platforms are being developed. These platforms are often not designed to make it
possible to reuse analyses components in other ones, making collaboration difficult. Several
reasons can explain this observation. First of all, institutions usually develop a platform
trying to first satisfy their own specific needs should they be related to the programming
languages taught to their students or to requirement specific to the taught courses. Another
reason is maybe the lack of common models to grade assignments and the wide variety
of possible assignments [12]. However, several existing platforms are heavily relying on
industrial tools to perform the analyses [40], which may be part of a solution towards more
collaboration and cooperation. In addition, in the review presented in [1], three generations
of automated code assessment systems are described. A possible fourth one could be tools
implemented as an API, as cloud services or following a Learning Tools Interoperability
(LTI) interface, making it easier to integrate them in learning management systems [32,59].

6. Conclusions

To conclude, the review presented in this paper covers recent pieces of research related
to automated code assessment tools and systems. The research questions addressed in this
paper led to a classification of the recent tools along different axes: the code and program
aspects that are assessed, the methods and techniques used by the tools and the kinds of
generated feedback. The review also highlighted several ways to integrate automated code
assessment tools in the learning process.

Regarding the three research questions covered in this paper, the conducted review
managed to bring answers to the first and third questions. Unfortunately, it was not
possible to answer the second question asking whether the results obtained by automated
code assessment systems are as good as those obtained by human graders or not. No pieces
of research specific to this have been found.

In addition to present an up-to-date review covering several aspects of automated
code assessment techniques and tools, this article brings a discussion on many challenges
to tackle for the community of researchers. Possible solution elements emerged from the
discussions and may be interesting directions of work towards more collaboration and
towards better modular systems that can be easily used to cover different needs. Future
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work to follow on the proposed review is the development of a website and a community
of practices to help researchers to work together.
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